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Media
& Society

The media is a key actor in
disseminating information and
fostering debate within and among
different constituencies in AsiaEurope relations, whether about
mutual understanding, common
misperceptions, joint action or a
lack thereof.
ASEF directly engages journalists and
other media practitioners through its
Editors’ Roundtables, Journalists’ Seminars
and Journalists’ Colloquia. These fora,
organised on the sidelines of major ASEM
meetings, enhance the flow of information
and exchange of perspectives on issues of
common interest between policy-makers and
eminent journalists from Asia and Europe.

Group photo of participants and organisers of the 4th Asia-Europe Journalists’ Seminar
(full story on the following page)

At the same time, they serve to promote
public awareness about Asia-Europe cooperation through both the ASEM process
and ASEF activities.
With a view to examining the impact of
the media on multicultural societies, ASEF’s
Talks on the Hill meetings and Lecture Tours
have variously addressed issues like the
relationship between press freedom and
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civil liberties, and the media’s influence on
foreign policy and public opinion. ASEF also
initiates a comparative, trans-national study of
Asia media perception of the EU through the
European Studies in Asia (ESiA) network.
The following pages outline some of these
activities that took place between May and
August 2007.
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Media and Society

4th ASEF Journalists’ Seminar

Strategic Issues in
Asia-Europe Relations:
Perspectives from
the Media
26-27 May 2007
Hamburg, Germany

The Asia-Europe Journalists’ Seminars
Series, organised on the occasion of
ASEM Ministerial Meetings, are an
indispensable forum for journalists
to be updated on current world
developments and issues being
addressed by the ASEM process, and
the joint approaches being taken to
deal with them.
As one of its 10th Anniversary signature events,
ASEF organised the 4th Asia-Europe Journalists’
Seminar, immediately prior to the 8th ASEM
Foreign Ministers’ Meeting on 28 – 29 May 2007
in Hamburg. Co-financed by the German Federal
Foreign Office, the Seminar brought together
25 foreign desk editors, correspondents and
reporters from 21 Asian and European countries.
Among the journalists invited were those from
the new or newer ASEM partners, i.e. Romania,
Bulgaria, India and Mongolia.

Mr. Sudesh Maniar (ASEF, 2nd from left) makes his remarks before the discussion

“I came with a vague insight on a lot
of issues but I am leaving with a more
intense passion to report on AsiaEurope… Being able to smell and touch
the subjects and writing which will be
aimed to the viewer’s hearts.”
– Lourdes Galicia
(ABS-CBN, The Philippines)
“I think there is enough interest in the
public to hear and read more also about
Asia, but sometimes we don’t listen to
them because we (in the media) think
that Europe and probably America are
enough for an average knowledge of
our readers. What a mistake.”
– Stojan Zitko
(Deli, Slovenia)
Germany). The participants also had a luncheon
with Ambassador Andreas Michaelis (Director-

General for Asian and Pacific Affairs of the
German Federal Foreign Office) who spoke on
strategic issues in Asia-Europe relations and
explored areas of co-operation between the two
regions. After the Seminar, the journalists were
invited to cover the ASEM Ministerial Meeting.
The ASEF-invited journalists produced an
impressive 16 articles, 2 radio broadcasts
and 1 TV broadcast. This is evidence of the
importance of those seminars to increase
ASEM’s visibility, particularly in the new
partner countries. Another highlight of the
Seminar was the production of a short video
by a journalist which included messages and
statements of the participants about the
event and Asia-Europe relations in general.
The video and all articles have been posted
on the ASEF corporate website:
www.asef.org/dir/InTheNews.
For more information, please contact Ms. Leonie
Schneider at leonie.schneider@asef.org.

Ms. Sarah Kramer listens to the panel discussion

The day-long Seminar was divided into two
sessions. The morning session, moderated by
Mr. Zhang Niansheng (Brussels Bureau Chief,
People’s Daily China), discussed European
enlargement and consolidation from the Asian
point of views. The afternoon session discussed
regional developments in emerging Asia and
the implications for Europe, and was moderated
by Mr. Matthias Nass (Deputy Editor, Die Zeit

One of the sessions of the Seminar

5th ASEF Journalists’ Colloquium

Deepening Interfaith
Dialogue for Peace
and Development
through the Media
17-18 June 2007
Nanjing, China

Li Xueying (Singapore, in black) makes
her points while others look on.

The 5th ASEF Journalists’ Colloquium
brought together 13 senior editors,
columnists and correspondents from
Asia and Europe, to discuss their
perspectives on the complexities
surrounding inter-religious differences
and commonalities, and their sociopolitical implications.
One of ASEF’s 10th Anniversary signature
events, the Colloquium was organised to
immediately precede the 3rd ASEM Interfaith
Dialogue in Nanjing. It was co-moderated
by Ms. Liu Lina (Editor, Xinhua News Agency
China) and Dr. Andrew Taussig (Trustee,
International Institute of Communication,
UK). For the first time, three representatives
(one from a faith-based group and two from
ASEF 1st Youth Interfaith Dialogue) also
joined the discussion to give some religious and
youth perspectives on the issues being discussed.

The Colloquium members divided their
discussion into two sessions. In the morning
session, they tried to analyse and define the
context of the challenge of deepening interfaith dialogue through the media. Participants
found a significant degree of consensus in
their appreciation of how faith and religion
are interwoven with ethnic, cultural and
other factors in establishing the identity of
particular groups. Despite some divergence
of perspectives on the relationship between
media and government, participants also
found an encouraging degree of consensus on
the ethical basis of journalism and its potential
contribution to strengthening and deepening
inter-faith dialogue.

The proceeding of the Colloquium.

as a prerequisite of media credibility. In the
context of the developing interfaith dialogue
process, participants also agreed to use their
best efforts to broaden their network in ways
which would increase the impetus, leverage
and influence of the dialogue process.
The Colloquium’s main conclusions were
subsequently transmitted as inputs into one
of ASEM Interfaith Dialogue’s Working Groups
on “Interfaith Dialogue and Social Cohesion
and Development.”
For more information or to obtain a copy
of the full project report, please contact
Mr. Cahyadi Indrananto at cahyadi@asef.org.

The background of shared values along with
appreciation of the complexity of inter-group
relationships provided a natural transition
to the afternoon session on media practice.
All agreed on the need for a responsible
and disciplined journalistic methodology

“A good way to learn about other
cultures and faith, something that is
not possible in similar dialogues held
in my own country. Also, we managed
to talk about faith and religion without
the debate degenerating into quarrel.”
– Omar Rashid Quraishi
(The News, Pakistan)
“Journalists’ networking – also
amongst themselves – is essential.
The ASEF Journalists’ Colloquium is
a very good opportunity to establish
such a Euro-Asian network.”
– Otto Friedrich
(Die Furche, Austria)

Ambassador Wonil Cho (ASEF, standing) leads a toast at the welcome dinner.
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Asia Europe Journal
Volume 5
www.aej.asef.org

As ASEF commemorates its 10th Anniversary, one of its flagship projects
is celebrating its 5th Anniversary this year: The Asia Europe Journal, the
Foundation’s quarterly academic periodical is published in its 5th volume.
Launched in 2003, the Journal’s objective is to serve as a platform linking views from
academia in Asia and Europe, with perspectives from policy makers in both regions. Since
its inception, the Journal has enjoyed growing popularity; its readership has seen a yearly
increase of 50% since 2003.
Focusing on interdisciplinary and intercultural studies and research between Asia and
Europe in the social sciences and humanities, over 180 authors from Asia and Europe have
contributed essays, academic papers or book reviews to the Journal. Each issue contains a
mix of timely topical essays from senior statesmen or politicians and scholarly papers from
leading academics and young ambitious authors from both regions. The Journal also contains
a book review section.
The Editor-in-Chief is Dr. Albrecht Rothacher, Counsellor for the Delegation of the European
Commission to the International Organisations in Vienna and former ASEF Public Affairs
Director. With the consultation of a strong international Advisory Board, all articles are
refereed through a “double-blind” process.
The Asia Europe Journal encourages authors to contribute to an active and lively debate.
Authors are solely responsible for the views expressed in their articles.
The Asia Europe Journal is made available in digitized format to 4,455 institutions
worldwide, which include a large number of universities, colleges, and libraries. It is
published by the German publisher Springer, Heidelberg, and abstracted and indexed in
ECONIS, EconLit, Expanded Academic, JEL on CD, Journal of Economic Literature, Research
Papers in Economics (RePEc), Social Science Research Network (SSRN).
Find out more about the Asia Europe Journal on the web at www.aej.asef.org or www.springer.com.

AEJ Volume 5 Number 2
– June 2007

AEJ Volume 5 Number 3
– September 2007

1.

1.

George Soros - Europe as a Prototype
for a Global Open Society
2.
Dermont Ahern - Asia as a Global Player
3.
Benita Ferrero-Waldner - Indonesia
and the European Union
4.
Etienne Reuter - China-EU: A New Agenda
5.
Claire Burgio - Democracy in China:
A Distant Dream
6.
Norbert von Hofmann - Europe’s Strategic
Involvement in East Asia
7.
Ali M. El-Agraa - The EU/China Relationship:
Not Seeing Eye to Eye?
8.
 David Scott - China-EU
Convergence 1957-2003
9.
Gael Raballand, Agnes Andresy Trade between Central Asia and China
10. Hamideh P. Ramjerdi - Growth and
Productivity Measures of China due
to International Trade

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Jørgen Ørstrøm Møller - Shift in Global
Economic Power. This is South East
Asia’s Moment
Timo Kivimäki - Europe and Asian
International Co-operation
Kenneth A. Reinert - The European
Union, the Doha Round and Asia
Carol M. Glen, Richard C. Murgo EU-China Relations: Balancing Political
Challenges with Economic Opportunities
Mathieu Rémond - The EU’s Refusal to
Grant China ‘Market Economy Status’ (MES)
Zhou Hong - A Chinese Perspective
on Lisbon Strategy
Moonsung Lee - The EU’s Korea
Relationship: Enlargement Effects
Tri Widodo - European Presence in Indonesia
Brigid Gavin, Sangsoo Lee - Regional Energy
Co-operation in North East Asia: Lessons
from the European Experience
Hans Dieter Evers, Anna Katharina Hornidge
- Knowledge Hubs along the Straits of Malacca

Enjoy free online AEJ articles
on Media and Society!
Visit www.aej.asef.org
and www.springer.com
(sections Social Sciences
and Economics)!
Available from 1st November till 15th December!
•

•
•
•
•

Vol 1 No 3: John Kleinen - Vietnam War
Movies and their Representation of Asians
and Vietnamese
Vol 2 No 1: Matthew Saltmarsh - EU-Asian
Relations in the Media
Vol 3 No 2: Stephen Fennell - Asian Literature
as a Tool for Identity Creation in Europe
Vol 3 No 4: Nordin Hussin - Malay Press and
Malay Politics: The Hertogh Riots in Singapore
Vol 4 No 1: Annabel Egan - Regulatory Changes
in China against Evolving Media Freedoms

Interested in contributing an article to the Asia Europe Journal?
Each issue of Asia Europe Journal aims to follow a major subject such as security, historical experience, cultural
perception, gender issues and other such areas of bi-regional interest.
Upcoming issues will focus for example on the “Youth in Asia and Europe”, “Role of Media in Society”, the
“Emergence of regional responses to conflict management”, and “Climate change: Global challenges and political
responses”. If you would like to submit a paper, please send your submission in electronic form (Microsoft Word
document) to asiaeuropejournal@asef.org.
Papers should be written in English and be preceded by a short abstract. The submission should not exceed 7,000 words.
Only previously unpublished manuscripts are accepted for consideration. Upon publication, an honorarium of 300 Euros
will be granted.
For further information, please contact Dr. Albrecht Rothacher (Editor-in-Chief) or Ms. Leonie Schneider (Editorial
Assistant) at telephone (65) 6874 9736, or email to asiaeuropejournal@asef.org.

Project Report

The European Union
through the Eyes of Asia:
A comparative study of
media perceptions

In 2005, ASEF initiated a network of European Studies in Asia (ESiA). The
motivation was pragmatic and sought to redress an apparent imbalance. Whilst
within the European Union (EU) there are already a number of credible institutes
that focus on Asia and Asian affairs, there are very few comparable institutes that
examine the EU and European studies in Asia.
One of the ESiA network’s first activities was to undertake a comparative trans-national
empirical project on how the EU is perceived in Asia. The report of the research was
subsequently delivered by Prof. Martin Holland (Director, National Centre for Research on
Europe at the University of Canterbury) at the 17th ASEF Lecture Tour held on September
2006 in Brussels, Paris, Preston, Bristol, Ulster and Pampolona.
In the report, Prof. Holland presented selected interim empirical findings from this ESiA
research project that examines how the Asian media represents the EU and how this is
translated into the images and perceptions citizens hold towards the EU. The data used
for the research was drawn from the daily analysis of two widely accessed media outlets:
prime time television news and the leading popular newspaper.

Prof. Holland presenting the project’s findings

From five popular newspapers surveyed, a total of 1,261 EU-related news items were
identified and it demonstrated that coverage of the EU is modest. Where the EU is reported,
it is predominantly described Europe as an external actor elsewhere in the world and not
as necessarily locally relevant to the country in which the media is published. On television
the EU appears almost invisible, except perhaps on one channel where the news items
mentioned the EU as either a major, secondary or minor actor.
Is that necessarily problematic if the EU is largely peripheral in the mass media? How can
EU visibility in the Asian media be raised? What are the recommendations for both the Asian
media and for the EU?
The full report accompanied by detailed analysis on the result of this study can be downloaded
from the ESiA website: www.esia.asef.org. It is also featured as part of ASEF Lecture Tour
series in the “Third Year of Cultures and Civilisations Dialogue – 2005/2006” book
(ISBN: 978-981-05-7629-5). Please write to info@asef.org to order a copy of the book
or visit www.civdialogue.asef.org to learn more about ASEF’s Dialogue of Culture and
Civilisations programme.
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Commentary
Green tea and sugar
Norbert Palanovics
Norbert Palanovics is a Hungarian journalist
and scholar. He lives in Japan and covers Japan
and East Asia for Népszabadság, Hungary’s
largest political daily newspaper and for Figyel,
a prestigious business and political weekly.
Besides his journalistic activities, he conducts
research at Nagoya University where he studies
Japan’s foreign policy.

This is my fifth year living in Asia. A few months ago, I was taking the plane from Nagoya to
Nanjing to attend ASEF’s Journalists’ Colloquium that preceded the ASEM Interfaith Dialogue.
When I looked around onboard, I realised that I was the only non-Asian on the jet. It was not the
first time it happened, and I did not feel uncomfortable at all. I just smiled and kept reading my
book. Such a situation would have probably been strange to me some years back.
 Working in Asia has been fascinating and I have had the opportunity to meet interesting
people. Not long ago, I was waiting in front of former Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu’s
office, where I went to meet him for an interview. When I entered his office and greeted him, I 
immediately spotted the photos on the desk. “Those are some informal pictures from my visit to
Hungary,” Mr. Kaifu said, pointing at them. Without sitting down, he enthusiastically shared some
of his personal memories from the trip with me. “This is my wife at the famous Central Market
Hall in Budapest, this is me giving a lecture at a university, and this is a piece of the Iron Curtain
your former Prime Minister gave me as a present”, he explained. I thought it was quite unique
to be able to see a piece of Hungary’s past for the first time in Japan, and asked for his permission
to take a closer look at the barbwire. The interview went very smoothly, and it goes without
saying that Mr. Kaifu did a very good job in breaking the ice.
I have had my amusing moments in Japan. My best friend visited me a couple of weeks ago.
We have known each other since we were six; we attended school together in Hungary. We grew
up eating the same cafeteria food and drinking the same tea every morning at our primary school.
During his stay in Japan, we took a trip to Kyoto, and went to a local restaurant there. We were
served green tea. I almost forgot how different this green tea was compared to our tea at school
(where we were given sweetened lemon water disguised as tea). He had a sip of Japan’s best
sencha, and his face suddenly turned the colour of the tea. “Where is the sugar? It has no taste”
he complained. At that moment, I started to laugh. I remembered having the same reaction when
I arrived in Japan and tried green tea for the first time. A lot has changed since then. Whenever
I return to Hungary, I look for non-sweetened teas at the store, but I still drink the “sweetened
lemonade” if I am offered.
My time in Asia is also an opportunity for me to try to plug the knowledge gap that still exists
between the Asia and Europe. At the end of August, I spent my vacation back in Hungary. A
colleague at my newspaper’s head office in Budapest approached me and said that he would
travel to South Korea a week later. He needed some advice. He enquired if the water is potable
in Seoul and if the country has good hygiene. I assured him that Seoul is totally safe and that
South Korea in many ways is “more advanced” than Hungary. I would probably have asked similar
questions a few years back.
Besides beautiful places and great cuisine, Asia has given me lessons for life. It has taught me
tolerance (I am a minority here) and to accept differences (when tasting tea!). It has shown me
a way to appreciate diversity and different approaches, and encouraged me to be more open to
the world. If I recall the ASEF programmes I have attended, I can comfortably say that ASEF has
succeeded to pack all of this into its media events, and provided me with a bridge to value Asia.
Thanks to this, I am on the right path to better appreciate Asia and the world, and I am keen to
share the experience of this “eye-opening” with the readers of my publications.

Democratisation and Justice Series
Public Lecture

“From Nuremberg to
The Hague: The Road
to the International
Criminal Court”
19 April 2007
Singapore

ASEF availed of the visit of Prof. Dr.
Jutta Limbach, President of the GoetheInstitut and former President of the
Federal Constitutional Court Germany,
to host a public lecture on the 19th
of April. It was co-organised with the
Goethe Institut, Singapore. Dr. Ulrich
Nowak (Director of the Goethe Institut
in Singapore) chaired the proceedings
with Mr. Kevin Tan (Chairman for
the Foundation for the Development
of International Law in Asia) acting
as discussant.

From left: Ambassador Wonil Cho (Executive Director of ASEF), Dr. Limbach and Dr. Nowak
listening to Mr. Tan (far right) presenting the Asian perspective of the ICC.

Dr. Limbach’s lecture highlighted the stony
path from the Nuremberg Trial 60 years ago,
when some of those primarily responsible
for the war and war crimes in Germany
had to answer for their actions, to finally
establishing the International Criminal Court
(ICC). It was argued that the ICC represents
one of the better options for countries to
break the cycle of impunity, restore justice
and provide victims with reparations.
Discussant Kevin Tan, provided an
Asian perspective on the topic of the

ICC, highlighting the following issues:
defining what constitutes a war crime, the
interference of national reconciliation efforts
and the principle of complementarity, and
the reluctance of some Asian countries to
ratify the Statute of Rome.
The lecture was attended by 30 participants
from the academia, trade unions and law
firms, think tanks and research institute
representatives as well as officials from ASEM
embassies. For further information, please
contact Ms. Natalia Figge at natalia@asef.org.

International Relations

5th Asia-Europe
Roundtable: “Sustaining
the Peace through Postconflict Reconstruction”
23-25 May 2007
Singapore
Intense discussions at the Roundtable

In the resolution of conflicts, peace
negotiations and agreements
are critical for planting the seeds
for lasting peace. However, well
coordinated and participatory postconflict reconstruction is required to
ensure that the peace process does
not revert to conflict.

arduous and costly return; and,
•

coordination and comprehensiveness,
rather than fragmentation in the efforts
by the international community.

•

building the capacity of post-conflict
governments for sustainable recovery by
avoiding the parallel structures created by
the “business” of post-conflict assistance;

These are the main conclusions of the 5th
Asia-Europe Roundtable at the Asia-Europe
Foundation in Singapore on 23-25 May,
bringing together 40 Asian and European
experts in post-conflict reconstruction,
including former Special Representative of the
United Nations Secretary-General (SR-SG) to
Kosovo Soeren Jessen-Petersen and former UN 
SR-SG to Timor-Leste Ambassador Sukehiro
Hasegawa, as well as peace negotiators,
reconstruction advisers, political figures,
crisis management NGOs representatives,
democracy-building specialists, election
observers and specialised journalists.

•

phasing international assistance over a
long period as “a quick exit” may mean an

A public panel with an audience of 120 people
launched the two-day roundtable on 23rd May.

Asia and Europe have ample experience,
resources and perspectives that can help to
contribute towards such complex objective.
Attention should be drawn to:

The public panel (from left):
Mr. Chalmers, Mr. Munawar, Prof. Kumar,
Mr. Feith, Mr. Lahdensuo and Mr. McCarter.

The panel “Negotiating an Irreversible End
to conflict: Are the Peace Agreements in Aceh
and Northern Ireland Sustainable?” It featured
Munawar Liza Zainal (Mayor of Sabang City,
Aceh), Prof. Radha Kumar (Director of Nelson
Mandela Center for Peace and Conflict
Resolution, New Delhi), Pieter Feith (former
Head of Mission of Aceh Monitoring Mission),
Sami Lahdensuo (Executive Director of Crisis
Management Initiative Helsinki), and Willie
McCarter (former Chairman of the International
Fund for Ireland). The panel was moderated
by John Chalmers (Senior Editor, Reuters
Singapore). ASEF’s Governor for Indonesia,
Ambassador Sastrohandoyo Wiryono, also a
former negotiator in the Aceh peace process,
was also present to welcome the audience on
behalf of ASEF.
For more information on this project, please
contact Ms. Sol Iglesias at: sol.iglesias@asef.org.



Young Artists Exchange

I’mPULSE Clandestino:
4th Asia-Europe
Music Camp
2-10 June 2007
Gothenburg, Sweden

I’mPULSE is a programme of ASEF designed to provide a platform for young people
to exchange their ideas on music, primarily aiming to encourage fresh minds to
pursue the development of their music concepts by learning from each other. This
year, ASEF implemented I’mPULSE Clandestino, Fourth Asia-Europe Music Camp at
the sidelines of the Clandestino Festival in Gothenburg, Sweden.
Fifteen emerging musicians from Europe and
Asia engaged in a one-week dialogue through
comprehensive music experimentation. A
close-up on the representation, translation and
migration of Asian and European dub musicculture was presented by guest musicians
Aniruddha Das (a.k.a Dr. Das), Neil Fraser
(a.k.a Mad Professor), Daito Manabe and
resource persons like Steve Barker (On the
Wire/BBC Radio).
Aleksander Motturi (Artistic Director of
Clandestino Festival) and Dickson Dee (a.k.a Li
Chin Sung) composed the team of curators for
this project. Four music workshops and more
than 40 hours of rehearsals paved the way to
eight public performances at various venues
around the city: Museum of World Cultures,

Soundcheck at Berg211 Music Club

Family portrait © Kari Jantzen

The Asia-Europe Training for Trainers on Intercultural Learning brought together
28 representatives of youth organisations in 22 ASEM countries to work on the
development of skills and exchange of best practices on intercultural learning,
by providing them with an innovative approach regarding intercultural capacities
beyond stereotypes and prejudices.
The training was co-organised by ASEF
and the Philippines National Youth
Commission (NYC), in close co-operation
with the Coordinating Committee for
International Voluntary Service (CCIVS) and
the International Cultural Youth Exchange
(ICYE). It contained structured learning
activities (SLE’s) and daily reflections,
simulation games and cultural exchanges,
as well as the visit to Intramuros where the
Philippine culture was showcased, and the
Malacañang, the Presidential Palace of the
Philippines, where the group was given the
chance to pay a courtesy visit to Executive
Secretary Eduardo Ermita of the President
of the Republic of the Philippines. At the

closing ceremony of the event, Senator
Edgardo J. Angara honoured the event
with his participation and an inspiring speech.

Storan Opera House, Berg211 Music Club,
and The Music House in Gothenburg. Three
of them were collaborative performances and
involved at least five I’mPULSE musicians.
The outcomes from the meeting will be made
available to public in the form of DVD, CD and
accompanying booklet co-developed by ASEF
and Clandestino. The DVD will contain a 30
minutes documentary prepared for the for the
‘Go West’ music programme at the Shanghai
Oriental TV station (SMG). The CD will contain
the music created ad hoc for the three public
collaborative performances. These outcomes
are expected to be ready by February 2008.
For more information, please contact
Mr. David Ocón at david.ocon@asef.org.

Workshop by the guest musician Dr. Das

Asia-Europe Partnership in the Field of Trainings

Asia-Europe Training
for Trainers on
Intercultural Learning
25-31 May 2007
Manila, the Philippines

The establishment of a stable co-operation
in the field of trainings and capacitybuilding for youth organisations forms a
part of ASEF’s efforts to foster intercultural
dialogue, and Youth Trainings represent a
crucial endeavour in our effort to promote
better understanding, respect
and appreciation for ‘the other’.
For more information on this project,
please contact Ms. Katerina Ragoussi
at katerina@asef.org.

Participants and organisers with
guest speaker, Senator Angara.

ASEF Youth Partnerships

Seminar on Vocational
Training Related to
Restoration of the
Cultural Heritage
and the Environment
14-15 June 2007
Madrid, Spain

The Seminar on Vocational Training Related to Restoration of the Cultural
Heritage and the Environment was organised in the framework of ASEF Youth
Partnerships 2007. Madrid was selected as the venue because of Spanish
experience in delivering this type of topic though their Escuelas Taller
(Workshop Schools) which is an excellent best practice.
The Seminar was co-organised by ASEF and
the Santamarca Training Centre, with the
support of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Co-operation, the Government
of the Philippines and the Spanish Ministry of
Labour. It gathered 46 experts in the work with
youth, cultural heritage and environmental
preservation from 25 ASEM countries.
The partners present at this forum expressed
their interest in incorporating the experience
of the Training Workshops into the framework
of the EU-ASEM meetings for dialogue, in the
field of employment and social and cultural
affairs, taking into particular consideration the
goal of eradicating poverty in Asia. This new
initiative will encourage the mobilisation both
of governmental bodies and of civil society.

This Meeting constitutes the launch of a process
that should be continued in forthcoming years.
With this in mind, all the ASEM partners have
been invited to develop a coordinated action
involving the various projects that are currently
in progress or that might be established on the
basis of the Madrid Meeting. Thus, promoting
employment, restoring the national heritage and
protecting the environment are all challenges
that countries must face up to on the basis of a
strengthened dialogue within the ASEM process.
Please contact Ms. Katerina Ragoussi at
katerina@asef.org to get more information
on this project.

ASEF Youth Partnerships

YPD Annual Training
Programme 2007:
“Enterprise and Innovation
for Environment,
Capacity Building for
Asia-Europe Youth on
Sustainable Development”
14-22 July 2007
Phnom Penh, Kampong Chanang
& Siem Reap, Cambodia
Participants in front of the Angkor Wat temple during publicity awareness activity on climate change

Young People for Development in Cambodia, supported by ASEF and various Cambodiabased national and regional agencies, organised the 5th Annual Training Programme
of the Young People for Development. It was attended by 60 young leaders who
represented local communities and youth social and non-governmental organisations in
ASEM countries, as well as ASEM government officers involved in youth-related issues.
The training took place in three different locations (Phnom Penh, Kampong Chanang and Siem
Reap), which are good examples of places where many sustainable development projects are
being implemented. It was successful in providing participants with the basic skills and knowledge
on climate change issues and sustainable development at a local, regional and international level.
All participants agreed to take practical actions for sustainable development and for spreading
the knowledge acquired during the training and various countries expressed their will to organise
follow-up Asia-Europe trainings in the years to come.
For more information on this project, please contact Ms. Katerina Ragoussi at katerina@asef.org.



ASEM Education Hub

Advisory Board Meeting
and Conference of the
thematic network on
Peace and Conflict Studies
30-31 August 2007
Hornbæk & Copenhagen, Denmark

The Thematic Network’s Advisory Board gathered a select group of academic
experts and other resource persons to outline a roadmap for the network’s projects
and activities. The meeting aimed to form a strategy towards a growing partnership
among Asian and European universities to support prevention, resolution and
transformation of conflicts in the ASEM.
The Network’s board is chaired by former
Finnish President Martti Ahtisaari, who has been
instrumental in several peace accords, including
the Aceh peace talks. Other board members
represented Asian and European research
institutions and universities actively engaged in
the network’s research project on peace processes
and conflict resolution education.

On the occasion of the Network’s launch, its
activities were presented to the participants,
along with the outcomes of the Advisory Board
meeting’s strategy discussion. The theme,
main scholars and resource persons behind the
network’s five-year collaborative, Asian-European
comparative research project on peace processes
were also presented during the conference.

The Advisory Board meeting was held back-toback with the inaugural conference of the ASEM
Education Hub’s Thematic Network on Peace
and Conflict Studies. The conference gathered
94 participants from various universities, research
agencies and official ministries.

The Thematic Network on Peace and Conflict
Studies benefited from the generous support
of the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. For
more information about the ASEM Education
Hub and its Thematic Networks, contact its
Project Coordinator, Ms. Valerie Remoquillo
at valerie@asef.org.

ASEF@10:
ASEF University,
ASEFUAN and Beyond
31 August – 8 September 2007
Madrid, Spain

Participants of ASEFUAN meeting

Initiatives by ASEF’s alumni are
amongst its most significant
achievements in fostering mutual
understanding between Asia and
Europe’s emerging leaders. With
13 editions completed, the ASEF
University programme has successfully
promoted a sustainable grouping of
promising young leaders who have
since formed the ASEF University
Alumni Network (ASEFUAN).

(From left) Mr Jesus Sanz (ASEF Governor for Spain
and General Director of Casa Asia), Jose Eugenio
Salarich (General Director for Asia and the Pacific of
the Spanish MFA) and Ramon Molina (ASEF’s Director
for People-to-People Exchange) address ASEFUAN 
members at their Annual General Meeting.

In co-operation ASEFUAN and the Research
Unit on International Security and Co-operation
(UNISCI) of Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
ASEF organised a week-long series of projects in
celebration of ASEF’s tenth anniversary.

Brainstorming session

and Mr Geoffrey Barrett, ASEM Advisor at
the DG External Relations of the European
Commission took part in an engaging panel
discussion chaired by ASEFUAN President for
2006-2007, Puspa Delima Amri. Workshop
sessions followed.

The inaugural meeting of Asia-Europe
Alumni Networks was held on 31 August
and 1 September, gathering 10 high-level
representatives of alumni organisations with
a strong Asia-Europe dimension. The two-day
consultation sessions aimed to identify prospects
for synergy and closer collaboration among similar
networks and the role ASEF can play to support
their work. The meeting also aimed to encourage
broader linkages for ASEFUAN, especially with
EC-supported initiatives, including the Erasmus
Mundus Association.

The Sixth ASEFUAN Annual General Meeting
was held from 4 to 7 September 2007 at
Casa Asia, attended by 60 alumni. The yearly
gathering was a forum to reporton the
Network’s projects and activities, to develop
plans for future initiatives and hold the
elections of its Executive Committee. In
keeping with ASEF University tradition, an
event-filled cultural programme was organised,
which brought participants to historic Toledo,
Cordoba and Sevilla.

The academic conference, Achieving Human
Security: Inter-regional Co-operation and
Global Impact, was held on 3 September at the
office of the Representation of the European
Commission in Madrid. The whole-day event
involved a panel discussion examining AsiaEurope co-operation in human security. Prof.
David Garcia Cantalapiedra of UNISCI and ASEF
University #1 alumni, Prof. Natividad Fernandez
Sola, Vice Rector of Universidad de Zaragoza

ASEF@10: ASEF University, ASEFUAN and
Beyond was supported by Casa Asia, the
Representation of the European Commission
in Spain, Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores y
de Cooperacion (Spanish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Co-operation), Universidad de
Zaragoza, Grupo Compostela, Fundacion Tres
Culturas and Real Fundacion de Toledo. For
more information, please contact Ms. Valerie
Remoquillo at valerie@asef.org.

New
Publications
Combine or Combust!

ESiA

Co-operating on Chemicals
and Hazardous
Substances Management

Editors:
Mr. Peter Ryan and Mr. Atul Bagai
The Asia-Europe Environment Forum
(ENVforum) 4th Roundtable which was held
in Brussels in November 2006 was an AsiaEurope contribution to the current global
policy dialogue on chemicals management
through promotion of transparency, capacity
building and knowledge transfer. This
publication is a compendium of the twoday discussion, presenting views expressed
during the meeting by leading policy makers
and technical specialists on two areas
namely (a) common global approaches
in chemicals and hazardous substances
management for Asia and Europe; and, (b)
overarching policy regime issues in chemicals
and hazardous substances management in
Asia and Europe.
It includes contributions from Dr. Kim
Myung-Ja, member of the Korean National
Assembly, and Mr. Daniel Verbist, Executive
Director, Build Trust and Communications,
European Chemicals Industry Council. ASEF
edited this volume together with Mr. Atul
Bagai of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP).
This publication is significant given the
fact that the Registration, Evaluation
and Authorisation of Chemicals (REACH)
proposal entered into force in the European
Union in June 2007. Additionally, the
regional consultation of the Strategic
Agreement on International Chemicals
Management (SAICM) in Asia was held
in May 2007.

eMonitor
Editor: Peter Ryan
Publication Date: October 2007
The fifth issue of the ESiA eMonitor was published in October 2007. The
eMonitor is the quarterly electronic newsletter of ASEF’s European Studies
in Asia (ESiA) network with a readership of over 8,000 in Asia, Europe and internationally.
It contains highlights of the ESiA website http://esia.asef.org, a fully interactive website for
European studies academics, institutions and networks to share and collaborate. This online
platform is a vast source of information, debate and research on European studies in Asia and
Europe. It contains papers, articles, conference and publication announcements, vacancies and
an extensive database of leading European studies institutions and networks in the two regions.
For enquiries, please contact Ms. Ira Martina Drupady at esia@asef.org.

CALL FOR MEMBERS:
Asia-Europe Classroom
Network (AEC-NET)

ENVforum
e-Newsletter
Editor: Mr. Peter Ryan
The Asia-Europe Environment Forum
(ENVforum) is pleased to announce the
inaugural issue of its e-newsletter in
September 2007. This quarterly e-newsletter
features environment and sustainable
development headlines and announcements,
relevant to Asia and Europe. This issue features
a contribution from Ms. Martina Krueger
(Greenpeace) on civil society engagement
on climate change policy. The e-newsletter
can be found on the ENVforum website:
http://www.env.asef.org.
For enquiries, please contact Mr. Rahiman
Abdullah at env@asef.org.

Conceived in 1998, the Asia-Europe
Classroom Network (AEC-NET) is
a unique structure that connects
secondary and high schools in Asia
and Europe. Through its activities,
the AEC-NET provides opportunities
for collaborative learning and
intercultural exchanges. It is a cyberclassroom shared by students and
teachers to build stronger bi-regional
networks and partnerships in the
course of implementing common
online projects and participating in
face-to-face exchanges. The AEC-NET 
is open to all secondary and high
school in ASEM countries.
For schools who are interested to join
the network, please register online
at www.aec.asef.org/aecnet_register.
For more information about the AECNET, please visit our homepage at
www.aec.asef.org.
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Dr. Jankowitsch (talking) sharing his views with ASEF staff.

Visits to ASEF
1.

Dr. Peter Jankowitsch, Austrian Special Envoy Ambassador
and former Austrian Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs,
16 May 2007.

2.

Dr. Jacques Schuster, Die Welt, Germany, 24 May 2007.

3.

Prof. Datin Dr. Roziah Omar, Asia-Europe Institute, Malaysia,
31 August 2007.

Governors’ News

Prof. Omar (centre) having informal discussion with
Ambassador Wonil Cho (left) and Mr. Bertrand Fort (right)

•

Mr. Borislav Kostov of Bulgaria was appointed Governor.

•

Dr. Piero Gastaldo of Italy was appointed Governor.

•

Mr. Amjad Hussain B. Sial of Pakistan was succeeded
by Mr. Noor Muhammad Jadmani.

•

Mrs. Maria Zeneida Angara Collinson of the Philippines
stepped down.

•

Ambassador Antonio Segura of Spain was succeeded
by Mr. D. Jesus Sanz Escorihuela.

•

Mr. Luong Quoc Huy of Vietnam was appointed Governor.

Staff News
Outgoing Staff:
l
l
l
l

l

Ms. Diane Koh, Singapore
(Director, Admin and Finance)

Ms. Lorivic Fragata, The Philippines
(Personal Assistant to Executive Director)

l

Ms. Anjeli Narandran, Singapore
(Project Executive, Cultural Exchange)

Ms. Zhuo Yu Zhen, Singapore
(Admin Assistant, Admin and Finance)

l

Ms. Jenny Tan, Singapore
(Personal Assistant to Executive Director)

Ms. Dewi Tio, Indonesia
(Intern, Intellectual Exchange)

l

Ms. Fannie Wong, Hong Kong
(Intern, Cultural Exchange)

l

Ms. Lindsay Courtney, Ireland
(Intern, Cultural Exchange)

Ms. Tan Qiuyi, Singapore
(Executive Assistant  to Deputy
Executive Director)

l

Ms. Kate Elliot, United Kingdom
(Intern, Intellectual Exchange)

l

Ms. Hoa Do Thi Thu, Vietnam (Intern,
People-to-People Exchange)

l

Mr. Jerome Pang, Singapore
(Intern, Admin and Finance)

l

Ms. Michelle Grindle, United Kingdom
(Intern, People-to-People Exchange)

Incoming Staff:
l

Mr. Anthony Verghese, Singapore
(Director, Admin and Finance)

l

Ms. Azizah Fauziah, Indonesia
(Project Officer, Cultural Exchange)

l

Ms. Andrina Saverias, Singapore
(Executive Assistant to Deputy
Executive Director)

2nd Initiative for
ASEAN Integration
(IAI) Development
Co-operation Forum
12-13 June 2007
Hanoi, Vietnam

Appointments:
l

Ms. Ira Martina Drupady (Indonesia)
is appointed Project Executive of
Intellectual Exchange

l

Mr. David Ocón (Spain) is appointed
Project Executive of Cultural Exchange

l

Mr. Jimmy Singal (Indonesia) is
appointed IT System Administrator

Anthony
Verghese joined
ASEF as the
Director of
Administration
and Finance in
August 2007.
Starting his
working life
in Singapore
Economic
Development Board in 1969, Anthony
has had a varied career covering
the engineering, real estate and
banking industries, he became one
of the Senior Directors in Singapore
Technologies Telemedia in 2001.
Anthony obtained his Master of
Business Administration specialising
in Industrialisation and Strategic
Management from Delft University
(RVB), the Netherlands. He is married
and has a daughter.

Ms. Natalia Figge represented ASEF at the Second Initiative for ASEAN Integration (IAI)
Development Co-operation Forum (2nd IDCF) in Hanoi, Vietnam, on 12-13 June 2007.
The two-day meeting was attended by delegates of ASEAN member countries,
representatives of the ASEAN Secretariat and international foundations and organisations.
Participants exchanged views on developmental issues in relation to the IAI and other
strategic matters to attract more stakeholders. The creation of strategies to narrow the
development gap, and the identification of human and institutional capacity gaps existing
in ASEAN, were some of the issues discussed during the meeting.
The timing of the 2nd IDFC came at an important time for the IAI given its aim to provide
a platform for ASEAN to plan co-operation activities to narrow the development gap.

International Convention
of Asian Scholars (ICAS)
5 Sharing a Future in Asia
2-5 August 2007
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

The “International Convention of Asian Scholars (ICAS) 5: Sharing a Future in Asia”
was organised in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, on 2-5 August 2007, by ASEF’s longstanding partner, the International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS) based in Leiden,
the Netherlands, in co-operation with Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. Attended by
over 1,000 participants, a majority of whom were Asian and European, it was said
to be the largest gathering of scholars in Asian studies outside the United States.
An ASEF exhibition booth provided information about ASEF and its programmes.
ASEF representatives also actively participated at the discussion panel “Regionalisation
and Community Building: Euro-Asian Perspective from Below and Above” organised
by the European Alliance for Asian Studies.
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Taoist monk Liu Xuewen is pictured at the third
annual Asia-Europe Meeting on interfaith dialogue
in Nanjing, eastern China, where the need for
greater cross-religious communication was
discussed this weekend.
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By Spyros Payiatakis



The world has seen enough bloodshed and death on
the pretext of religion. Isn’t it about time that we
started to strive toward a situation where we finally talk
to each other, if nothing else?

Category



This was the consensus of delegates from two
continents attending the third annual Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) for interfaith dialogue, which
concluded on Friday in Nanjing, capital of East China’s Jiangsu Province, just a small place with a
population of more than 5 million.
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In one of China’s most pleasant and prosperous cities, which twice served briefly as the nation’s
capital, a “harmonious future” for Asia and Europe is keenly anticipated.
The terms “harmony” and “harmonious society” became a kind of mantra for two days full of
discussions and visits to mosques and temples, including the White Cloud Temple in Beijing.
Harmony sounded like an allusion to classical notions of social order in which people do not question
their role in life and treat each other compassionately.
At the third ASEM, the participating countries – Greece and Cyprus among them – declared in the
Nanjing Statement the importance of enhancing cross-religious communication. The objectives are
nothing short of peace, development and – what else? – harmony. At a press conference, Assistant
Foreign Minister Cui Tiankai said something that some years ago would have sounded incredible:
China adheres to the policy of guaranteeing the freedom of religious belief, and acknowledges the
active role religion plays in building a “harmonious society” he said.
Another Chinese official, Ye Xiaowen, minister of China’s state administration for religious affairs,
said it has been proven by history that faith is an objective reality and that it can neither be imposed
nor deprived. He also highlighted the “harmony” his country is seeking while acknowledging
understandable differences. “A country or an ethnic group, while preserving its own cultural heritage,
should be open and tolerant to other civilizations,” were his exact words. Sure enough, the Chinese
Communist government today regards folk religion as superstition, a remnant of old China used by
the ruling classes to keep power.
This is still in line with the Marxist dogma that religion is the “opium of the people.”
However, reconsidering Marx’s words, China’s Communist Party appears to be wondering whether
there might not be some use for religion after all.
Old temples demolished by Maoist radicals during the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s are being
rebuilt in great haste. In an effort to improve relations with the Muslim, Buddhist and Lamaist
minorities, the government amended its constitution in 1982 to allow freedom of religion.
Nevertheless, up to the present day only atheists are permitted to be members of the Chinese
Communist Party.
Officially there are more than 100 million religious believers in China, or about 10 percent of the
population. But experts say the real number is very much higher.
Within its own ranks, the party knows that some members practice religion even though this is
against the party’s rules. In the countryside, so I was told, party secretaries routinely take part in
religious ceremonies.
Within the party a debate is growing about whether it should take a different approach to religion.
This, of course, does not mean being more liberal toward what it regards as anti-government
activities. In modern China, so manifestly “capitalistic” when you set foot on the ground, the party
must be acutely aware that its own ideology holds little attraction for most ordinary people.
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Columnist / Writer
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Posted date: June 28, 2007

NANJING, China -- “O God with a thousand names,” I could have invoked.
What is striking about this picture? Close to 200 eminent persons belonging to and professing different religious faiths, as well as eminent persons not professing any faith,
gathered together at the 3rd Asia-Europe Interfaith Dialogue in Nanjing, China last week. (Two previous ones had been held in Bali and Larnaca.) They came from 39 Asian
and European countries. Diplomats and government officials outnumbered the religious leaders and civil society representatives. The majority (124 of 158 official delegates, or
78.5 percent) were men.
During the three days that they were gathered, no prayers were said, no chants were heard, no outward display of religiosity was seen. There were no common rituals (usually
musts in multi-religious, multi-cultural gatherings I have attended in the past).
I must note that, in contrast, Filipinos (the women especially) are big on rituals when it comes to ecumenical faith gatherings, no matter how tense and serious these are. In the
Philippines, we usually start off with priests, imams, pastors, nuns and lay leaders leading the opening prayers. Especially in so-called interfaith dialogues.
There was none of the above in Nanjing. That’s what struck me. Those are externals (internal?), you might say. Well, I thought prayer -- communal and personal -- was basic
to all faiths, a wellspring from which understanding, peace and goodwill could flow forth. For prayer is the language of the heart. In Nanjing, the language was diplomatese.
Prayer was not on the agenda in this dialogue. Talk was the thing. So was listening. And the flow of things had been pretty much decided on by the main sponsors, China and
Italy. Veterans of assemblies know how these things are conducted and how closing statements and resolutions are arrived at, if you know what I mean.
And as journalists invited to attend (we weren’t participants), we could only observe. But before the big three-day interfaith event, we had our own small Asia-Europe
journalists’ colloquium where our topic was interfaith issues too. And we had our own intercultural bonding.
The main event began with the delegates visiting three religious sites: a mosque, a Buddhist temple where orange-robed monks came out in full force, and Amity Printing, a
huge facility where bibles in different languages are printed. I must say that the Chinese government pulled all the stops to showcase what they have in the interfaith
department.
The out-of-Nanjing trip to picturesque Yangzhou was a treat and one hoped dialogue was going on even during the boat rides on the lake. Some of us wanted to go to the
Nanjing Massacre museum during the breaks, but it was undergoing renovation. (The Japanese pillaged Nanjing and killed 300,000 in 1937.)
China, which has a population of more than 1 billion, has four major religions: Buddhism, Taoism, Islam, and Christianity (Catholicism and Protestantism) with membership of
over 100 million. The state-approved Catholic Church has not yet merged with the “underground” Church that is loyal to the Vatican. I spoke with the rector of the Catholic
seminary and he told me the applicants are many. I will be interviewing him by e-mail.
So, what were the main issues tackled? Interfaith dialogue (IFD) and globalization, IFD and peace, IFD and social cohesion and development, IFD and the promotion of
cultural and education cooperation.
Globalization was closed to journalists, but we managed to sneak in. We hopped over to social cohesion and development, which turned out to be livelier. Bishop Ephraim
Tendero, director of the Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches, managed to put into the statement (with great effort, I must say) the issue of immoral loans that poor
countries are forced to pay back with the blood of their people. I hope it is not stricken out in the final version.
One of the plenary speakers, Philippine delegation head Bishop Dinualdo Gutierrez of South Cotabato province and chair of the Interfaith Commission, left a lasting impression
with his emphasis on dialogue at the grassroots. He made the word grassroots a byword and stressed the importance of implementing peace initiatives at the local community
level.
For it is at the grassroots that real life happens, where strife and harmony are played out. “We have just enough religion to make us hate, but not enough to make us love one
another,” Gutierrez said, quoting Jonathan Swift.
An interesting footnote: It was decided that interfaith dialogue should include those who do not belong to or do not profess any religious faith. Atheists are also believers in
something. Was this a concession to the “godless” communist government of China?
By the end of the week, Chinese food was coming out of our ears, but I know I will miss it soon. I will also miss the staple words: peace, harmony, integration, inculturation,
understanding, respect, dialogue, tolerance.
With all these words swimming in my head, I was still able to catch something from the closing remarks of Ye Xiaowen, state minister for religious affairs. He spoke about the
spirit of he.
Chinese religion, he said, is immersed in the way of he,which is to seek understanding through dialogue and coexist in peace, jointly address problems and achieve common
development. In the supreme state of he, everyone manifests beauty and goodness while appreciating and allowing all kinds of beauty and goodness to coexist in order to
achieve a unified world.
Here’s to the spirit of he.
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urge new attitude

Recent interfaith talks have been held in the Philippines and in New
Zealand.
The Nanjing talks from June 19 to 21 were a follow up to similar talks
held at the Asia Europe Meeting (ASEM) in Larnaca, Cyprus in January,
and earlier in Bali in 2005.
The statement added that the favorable conditions for more dialogs at the
grassroots would need at a national level an "environment of
understanding and mutual respect in which all people, be they religious or
non-religious, shall be living in peace, practice and communicate their
faiths and convictions."
A working group on social cohesion had raised the need to also include
people who do not adhere to any faith.
The host country China, which is officially communist, claims among its
1.3 billion population 100 million followers of Buddhism, Catholicism,
Protestantism, Taoism and Islam, its five state-sanctioned faiths.
Although the constitution protects the right to religious beliefs, members
of several unrecognized faiths claim to have been harassed. The most
known to the outside world, Falun Gong, is banned.
The assistant minister of foreign affairs, Cui Tian Kai, said the
government would "seriously and earnestly implement all our
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Asia-Europe delegates seek to mend
Published on Jun 22, 2007
Delegates at the Asia-Europe Meeting (Asem) Interfaith Dialogue yesterday urged all members of the inter-continental grouping to use the
dialogue to prevent conflict and violence.
Some 200 ministers, officials, and religious and community leaders from 37 countries and two organisations out of the 45 Asem members
recommended more discussions between different faiths at the local, national, regional and international levels.
The meeting recommended that members hold joint inter-faith meetings, possibly in the context of the Asem counter-terrorism meeting.
They also called on religious communities to play a more effective role in conflict prevention and resolution, and in fostering justice, peace
building and sustainable development. They should also educate their members on common responsibilities to promote security.
"Interfaith dialogue is conducive to a more peaceful world and could add to social cohesion," said Italian Foreign Ministry under-secretary of
state Gianni Vernetti, who co-chaired the dialogue with his Chinese counterpart, Assistant Foreign Minister Cui Tiankai.
Religious dialogue is included in security discussions as certain groups use religion as a pretext to justify terrorism.
The first Asem Interfaith Dialogue held on the Indonesian resort island of Bali in 2005 was a direct reaction to terrorist attacks in London on July
2005 and Bali in October 2002 that killed hundreds of people.
The Nanjing meeting condemned the instrumental use of religious symbols and cultural or ethnic values to generate conflicts, to start wars or to
justify terrorism.
The Nanjing Statement also called on Asem members to respect religious freedom and social diversity.
However, a number of Asem members have previously suppressed unregistered or unrecognised beliefs. China has banned the Falungong
sect and in Vietnam certain groups of Christians and Buddhists are subjected to harassment.
Chinese assistant foreign minister Cui said his government would honour and implement all commitments made in the Nanjing Statement.

Népszabadság Online: Percenként húsz biblia

"China has laws to protect religious beliefs but the evil cults that act against societal norms will be banned," he told reporters. "And every
country should ban such evil cults," the minister added.

http://www.nol.hu/cikk/453266/

Vietnamese delegates handed out booklets at the meeting to show that the communist country respects freedom of belief. But the documents
made no mention of recent arrests of Buddhist monks and Catholic priests.
Thailand and the Netherlands will co-chair the next Interfaith Dialogue, which will be held in Amsterdam in the first week of June 2008. A
delegate from the Netherlands said the heads of delegations at the meeting would be made up of equal numbers of males and females to
respect the gender equality assurances made in the Nanjing Statement.

Supalak G Khundee

Percenként húsz biblia

The Nation
Nanjing, China
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A nankingi járókelk bizony meglepdtek, amikor
hat busz és vagy féltucat diplomataautó állt meg az
egyik kisebb muzulmán mecset eltt. A
jármvekbl negyvenöt európai és ázsiai ország
vallási vezeti, politikusai, diplomatái és egyetemi
oktatói szálltak ki.
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Még nem sikerült mindent automatizálni: a
könyvjelzket kézzel illesztik be a bibliákba
Kép: Palanovics Norbert

Az Ázsia-Európa találkozó (ASEM) keretei között az si kínai fvárosban, Nankingban
megtartott, hitek közötti párbeszéd-konferencia delegáltjai és a sajtó képviseli viszont akkor
képedtek el igazán, amikor a kínai szervezk a vallások harmonikus együttélését bemutató
túrán egy üzembe vitték ket. Ott pedig "nyomdafriss", kínai és idegen nyelv bibliákat
mutattak nekik.
A résztvevk közül sokan kissé kétkedve fogadták, hogy a kelet-kínai nagyváros mellett
található Amity nyomda a világ egyik legnagyobb "bibliagyára". Pedig a nyomda jövre
befejezend kapacitásbvítése lehetvé teszi, hogy évi tizenkétmillió példányt gyártsanak a
könyvekbl, ami azt is jelenti, hogy kevesebb mint három másodpercenként tudnak
elkészíteni egy bibliát.
A gyár udvarának közepén hatalmas kínai zászlót lobogtat a szél, a bejáratnál pedig egy kínai
motívumokkal ékesített, bibliai jelenetet és Jézust ábrázoló, gyönyör fafaragás fogad:
remekül sikerült ötvözni a tradicionális kínai technikát a keresztény motívumokkal. A
következ helyiséget egy nagy asztal tölti ki, amelyen vagy ötvenféle, különböz méret és
nyelv biblia bizonyítja a cég eredményeit.
Az üzemcsarnokba belépve elször furcsállja az ember, hogy meglepen kevesen dolgoznak
a falra festett kínai feliratok alatt. Aztán a sebesen munkálkodó gépek önmaguk adtak
magyarázatot, hogy miért nincs szükség mindenhol az emberi beavatkozásra. Lopva
belenéztem az egyik, mellettem tornyosuló papíroszlopba, majd érdekldve figyeltem,
hogyan válik néhány pillanat alatt a több tízezer, még kötetlen papírlapból egy rakás spanyol
nyelv biblia. A taoista pap - ruhája és érdekes, középen lukas kalapja miatt a konferencia
talán legnépszerbb résztvevje - Peking melll érkezett. Majd három szorgos hölgy eltt
álltunk meg. k voltak a könyvjelzfelelsök, akik egy hatalmas kupacból kék szalagokat
húzkodtak el, hogy a szinte kész könyvekbe illesszék ket. Akármennyire monotonnak is
tnt a munka, megnyugtató volt látni, hogy azért nem sikerült mindent automatizálni.
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A következ fázisban aztán a kemény fedeles borító is a helyére került: a vállalati statisztikus
behúzhatott még egy strigulát, elkészült a következ biblia.
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ASEF actively works with the mass media to raise public awareness of
issues related to cross-continental relation. This effort has many times
resulted in coverage in Asia and Europe media. Some particular examples
of ASEF projects covered are: 4th Asia-Europe Journalists’ Seminar
(story on page 2 of this newsletter), 5th ASEF Journalists’ Colloquium
(page 3), 5th Asia-Europe Roundtable (page 7) and I’mPULSE Clandestino:
4th Asia-Europe Music Camp (page 8).
To read or download any of these news clippings, please visit
www.asef.org/dir/InTheNews.

The Jakarta Post - The Journal of Indonesia Today

http://www.thejakartapost.com/detailfeatures.asp?fileid=20070624...
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The following is a report by The Jakarta Post's Ati
Nurbaiti, who attended the talks held by the
Singapore-based Asia Europe Foundation.

The pleasure of
food and its
preparation

At one time during the communal clashes in
Maluku, the only priority was an eye for an eye in a
holy crusade.

Investment:
Economics or
psychology?

Gradually, however, mundane concerns did find
their voice: How long could people pay for much
more costly transport, if the only safe way home
from work was along winding mountain paths or
across a hazardous strip of sea exposed to
snipers?
How was a woman to shop for groceries, if she
couldn't cross the Muslim or Christian areas?
Homemakers were very worried; the absence of a
normal market caused all prices to skyrocket.
Then, one day a man turned up near the
traditional market in Ambon with a small mound of
vegetables. The only guarantee to his safety, as
the reports go, seemed to be the sign saying
"Pasar Baku Bae" (market of peace making), and
prior announcements that the surrounding area
was a no-weapons zone.
The following days a few traders joined him -- and
more shoppers of the "enemy" side brushed
shoulders in the market, the neutral zone where
the priority was putting food on the table.
This was not one of the world's wars for
independence -- but it was a war zone
nonetheless, once leading local communities to
think they would never again be able to live side by
side.
Resumption of the market proved to be a
successful part of the peace efforts in Maluku,
where thousands have died in the few years of civil
strife since 1999.
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Commentary: The dialogue of cultures
GOA, Jun. 28
EDUARDO FALEIRO
Guest Commentary
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In the present age, international exposure is a requirement for an increasing number
of jobs. This trend is likely to expand in view of the ongoing globalization of the
world's economy, transnational movements of people and the emergence of strong
regional and global institutions. In a recent survey of large businesses, over 80
percent said they would place greater emphasis on "international competence" in
hiring and training during the next decade.
Former CEO of General Electric Jack Welch reflected on the requirements of the
globalized economy:"The Jack Welch of the future cannot be me. I spent my entire
career in the United States. The next head of General Electric will be somebody who
spent time in Bombay, Hong Kong, and Buenos Aires. We have to send our best
and brightest overseas and make sure they have the training which will allow them to
be global leaders and who will make GE flourish in the future."
While transnational companies look favorably at economic globalization, many
analysts take a dim view of the present international scenario. Samuel Huntington in
his "Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order" asserts that
conflicts in future will be mainly along cultural and religious lines. Huntington says
that the Western belief in the universality of its values and political systems is naive
and that continued insistence on such"universal"norms will further antagonize other
civilizations.

DieFURCHE

TESTABO
FURCHEABO

http://www.furche.at/archivneu/archiv2003/fu2504/03.shtml

Die malaiische Künstlerin Sharifah Zuriah Aljeffri gehört zu den Gründerinnen der
religiösen Frauenrechtsorganisation „Sisters in Islam“. Ein Gespräch über
Widerstand und Reform innerhalb des Islam.

Counter to the theory of the clash of civilizations, the General Assembly of the
United Nations adopted in 2001 the Global Agenda for Dialogue among Civilizations
(Resolution 56/60). The resolution states that "all civilizations celebrate the unity and
diversity of humankind and are enriched and have evolved through dialogue with
other civilizations and that despite obstacles of intolerance and aggression there has
been a consistent interaction throughout history among various civilizations ... the
diversified sources of knowledge and cultural diversity are fundamental features of
human society and an indispensable and cherished asset for the advancement and
material and spiritual welfare of humanity at large."
The U.N. resolution suggests a program of action toward dialogue between
cultures and civilizations. The program of action includes "incorporation of studies of
various cultures and civilizations in the educational curriculum including teaching of
languages, history and socio-political thoughts of various civilizations as well as the
exchange of knowledge, information and scholarship among academics."
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„Wir müssen unserer Unzufriedenheit eine Stimme verleihen“
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Some of these issues were addressed at the fourth Asia Europe Meeting (ASEM)
Summit last September in Helsinki. Heads of state and government of 38 countries
from both continents participated in the summit. They called for a dialogue between
cultures in the context of present-day conflicts and reiterated their determination to
remain united in efforts to further a culture of peace among people of all religions.

Religions-„Dialog“ auf
Chinesisch

INSERATE
Von Otto Friedrich

Die Furche: Der Islam wird oft als Religion wahrgenommen, die die Frauen
nicht gut behandelt. Stimmt das?
Sharifah Zuriah Aljeffri: Nein, denn der Koran ist völlig klar: Es heißt darin etwa,
dass Gott den Menschen aus einer einzigen Seele erschaffen und ihm eine/n
Gefährt/in/en dazugegeben hat – er sagt nicht, ob männlich oder weiblich. In einem
anderen Vers heißt es: Wir haben euch in Paaren geschaffen – Mann und Frau.
Und der Würdigste unter euch ist der, der Ehrfurcht vor Gott hat. Es heißt auch:
Männer und Frauen werden für ihre Sünden in gleicher Weise bestraft. Daran kann
man sehen, dass beide gleich behandelt werden, es gibt keine Ungleichheit.

(Regierungs-)Vertreter
aus Europa und Asien
machten sich in
Chinas „südlicher
Hauptstadt“ an den
interreligiösen Dialog.

Cultural and social dialogue between Asia and Europe is at the heart of the ASEM
process. The current members of ASEM are the countries of the European Union,
the European Commission, the ten countries of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations, China, Japan and South Korea. India and Pakistan will join the ASEM
process next year.

IM GESPRÄCH

Die Furche: Der Koran behandelt Mann und Frau also als gleichwertig?
Aljeffri: Ja.
Die Furche: Aber die muslimische Gesellschaft tut das nicht.
Aljeffri: Bestimmte Teile der muslimischen Gesellschaft, bestimmte Ulamas,
Religionsführer, stehen unter dem Einfluss von Stammeskulturen. Es gibt
traditionelle Kulturen, die Frauen wie Leibeigene behandeln. Aber wenn man in den
Koran schaut, ist die Gleichwertigkeit da und die Männer sind beauftragt, Frauen mit
Respekt zu behandeln, sie nicht zu schlagen oder zu missbrauchen. In
vorislamischer Zeit wurden die Frauen schlecht behandelt. Als Gott dem Propheten
die Religion offenbarte, hat der Islam die Frauen befreit. Sie bekamen nun das
Recht auf Bildung, Besitz zu haben und das Recht auf Scheidung.
Die Furche: Aber in mehrheitlich islamischen Gesellschaften gibt es in vielen Fällen
unterschiedliche Gesetze für Frauen und Männer.
Aljeffri: Ja, das hängt von der Koran-Interpretation ab und wie sie diese begriffen
haben. Ein Beispiel ist die Polygamie: Im Koran steht nicht, es ist göttliches Gesetz,
dass der Mann vier Frauen haben darf. Das ist eine Einschränkung für den Mann:
Denn in vorislamischer Zeit konnten ein Mann mehr als 30 Frauen haben. Die
entsprechende Koranstelle wurde dem Propheten geoffenbart, als es wegen des
Kriegs viele Witwen und Waisen gab. Sie brauchten jemanden, der sich um sie
kümmerte. Und sogar da gibt es eine Einschränkung: Die Männer lesen nur: Du
kannst zwei, drei oder vier Frauen heiraten. Doch es folgt ein weiterer Satz: Aber
wenn du nicht gerecht zu allen Witwen und Waisen sein kannst, dann heirate nur
eine! Und ein anderer Koranvers sagt: Sogar wenn es dein fester Wille ist, gerecht
zu sein, wirst du nicht gerecht sein. Das zeigt, dass die Monogamie die ideale Stufe
im Islam ist. Aber die meisten muslimischen Männer denken, es sei ihr
gottgegebenes Recht, vier Frauen zu haben. Das ist völlig falsch.
Die Furche: Viele Islamgelehrte sagen, das im Koran geoffenbarte Wort kann nicht
verändert oder in einem neuen Kontext neu interpretiert werden.
Aljeffri: Es gibt zwei Teile im Koran, der eine ist die universale Botschaft des Koran,
wo es um Gerechtigkeit, Barmherzigkeit, Würde geht: das waren die Verse, die in
Mekka geoffenbart wurden. Der andere Teil, der in Medina geoffenbart wurde, war
oft für eine bestimmte Situation gedacht. Da gab es viele Witwen und Waisen.
Manchmal muss man die Koranstellen im Kontext, indem sie geoffenbart wurden,
lesen.
Die Furche: Viele Ulamas lehnen solche Koran-Sicht aber strikt ab.
Aljeffri: Dann interpretieren sie den Koran um! Denn die Verse sind sehr klar. Etwa
bei der Religionsfreiheit: Es gibt in der Religion keinen Zwang. Bestimmte Muslime
interpretieren das so: Du sollst niemanden dazu zwingen, Muslim zu werden. Aber
sobald jemand ein Muslim ist, kann er oder sie nicht mehr weggehen. Aber das
steht da nicht. Es gibt auch die Stelle, wo Gott sagt: Wenn ich euch alle zu einem
Glauben bringen wollte, dann hätte ich das auch getan. Der Koran spricht auch
über die, die aus der Religion weggehen: Es ist Gottes Sache, diese Personen zu
bestrafen, nicht Sache der Menschen.
Die Furche: Sie haben in Malaysia die „Sisters in Islam“ mitgegründet”.
Aljeffri: Wir haben 1988 begonnen. Es hat mich betroffen gemacht, was
muslimischen Frauen widerfährt: Wenn sie vor Gericht gehen, um die Scheidung
einzureichen, den Unterhalt oder das Sorgerecht für die Kinder zu erstreiten, stehen
sie einer Menge Problemen gegenüber. Das Gesetz ist einigermaßen gerecht: Man
kann die Scheidung erhalten. Aber bei Frauen gibt es immer wieder
Verzögerungen. Denn
der Scharia-Gerichtshof ist nicht geschlechter-sensitiv. So haben wir, eine Gruppe
von Frauen, begonnen, den Koran zu studieren. Und wir haben entdeckt: Gott ist
nicht ungerecht, sondern Gott ist
gerecht gegenüber Mann und Frau.
Die Furche: Das war Ihnen zuvor nicht bewusst?
Aljeffri: Wir haben im Koran so viele schöne Passagen über Gleichheit, über
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ASEM partners are committed to developing cultural exchanges as well as
protecting and promoting cultural expressions in various forms. ASEM ministerial
conferences on cultures and civilizations were held in China in 2003 and France in
2005. The ASEM Summit in 2004 adopted the ASEM Declaration on Dialogue
among Cultures and Civilizations, reaffirming that cultural diversity is the common
heritage of humankind and an important driving force for economic progress and
social development, conducive to building a more stable and peaceful world.

„Bleiberecht nur
rückwirkend“
Alexander Van der
Bellen, Bundessprecher der Grünen,
ist gerührt, dass sich
alle so viele Sorgen
um seine Partei
machen; er selbst
zeigt sich im FurcheGespräch mit deren
Performance „recht
zufrieden“. Die
Renaissance der
Atomkraft hält er für
ein Gerücht, den
Vorstoß von
VP-Staatssekretärin
Marek zum Thema
Integration bewertet er
vorsichtig positiv.

ASEM is also committed to promoting dialogue and building harmony among
different religions and faiths. The ASEM interfaith dialogue meetings bring together
religious leaders, senior officials, intellectuals and media from the ASEM partner
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ASEF
Calendar

September - December 2007
l 31 August – 8 September

l 2-5 October

l 18-24 November

Madrid, Spain

Warsaw, Poland

Cork & Dublin, Ireland

ASEF@10: ASEF University,
ASEFUAN and Beyond

20th Board of Governors’ Meeting

Young Artists Exchange
Future Image - Asia-Europe Forum
for Young Photographers 2007

In partnership with the ASEF University Alumni
Network (ASEFUAN) and the Research Unit on
International Security and Co-operation (UNISCI),
Universidad Complutense de Madrid
l 5-6 September
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

ASEM Education Hub:
Asia-Europe Colloquium on University
Governance and Management
In partnership with the European University
Association, the Malaysian Vice-Chancellor
Committee and hosted by the Open University
of Malaysia
l 11 September – 2 October
Various ASEM countries

ASEF Youth Partnerships: Asia-Europe
Young Volunteers Exchange
In partnership with Coordinating Committee
for International Voluntary Service (CCIVS)

l 20-24 October
London, United Kingdom

Young Artists Exchange
Lingua Comica - 2nd Asia-Europe
Comics Project
In partnership with Comica Festival London
and supported by the London Institute of
Contemporary Arts, the Goethe Insitut London,
the Institut Français London, Visiting Arts and
the Embassy of Japan to the UK
l 24-28 October
Copenhagen, Denmark

Asia-Europe Young Political
Leaders Symposium
In partnership with Danish Youth Council,
Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
l 25-27 October
Lyon, France

l 13 September

ASEM Education Hub
Inaugural Meeting of the Thematic
Network on Regionalism Studies

Seoul, Korea

In partnership with the CIDOB Foundation

Asia-Europe Museum Network
(ASEMUS)
Official Virtual Collection Launch,
ASEMUS Museum Hopping 2007 and
ASEMUS Executive Committee Meeting
l 26-28 September
Siem Reap, Cambodia

Governance – Human Rights Series
The 8th Informal ASEM Seminar
on Human Rights: “Freedom of
Expression”
Co-organised with the French Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Raoul Wallenberg Institute,
hosted by the Kingdom of Cambodia
l 7-9 October
Auschwitz, Poland

Dialogue of Cultures and Civilisations
11th Talks on the Hill Meeting:
“(A)political education: revisiting
history in Asia and Europe”

l 5-6 November

In partnership with Cork: Sirius Arts Centre, and
Cork Institute of Technology Partner Dublin: Dun
Laoghaire Institute of Arts, Design and Technology
(IADT)
l 25-29 November
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

ASEM Education Hub
Annual Conference of the Thematic
Network on Lifelong Learning
In partnership with ASEM Education and Research
Hub on Lifelong Learning and hosted by the
National University of Malaysia
l 28-30 November
Shenzhen, China

Environment and Sustainable
Development
Asia-Europe Environment Forum
5th Roundtable
In partnership with Hanns Seidel Foundation,
Institute for Global Environmental Strategies,
Swedish Environmental Secretariat in Asia and the
United Nations Environment Programme

Jakarta, Indonesia

l 3-4 December

ASEM Education Hub
Inaugural Meeting of the Thematic
Network on Human Security

Jakarta, Indonesia

In partnership with the Centre for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS), Jakarta
l 11-16 November
Manila, The Philippines

ASEM Youth Dialogue 2007
In partnership with Youth for Sustainable
Development Assembly (YSDA), ECO-Singapore
l 13-24 November
China

Governance Democratisation and
Justice Series’ Advisory Group Meeting
l 5-7 December
Manila, The Philippines

Academic Co-operation
European Studies in Asia (ESiA)
Phase 2: Workshop on the Future of
European Studies in Asia
l 9-15 December
Paris, France

Young Artists Exchange
Pointe to Point: The 5th Asia-Europe
Dance Forum

Process-Oriented Platforms for
Exchange: Independent Creative
Art Spaces Leadership Training
and Independent Cultural Centers

Co-organised with China Dance Association

Organised with Art Factories

ASEM
Calendar

September - December 2007
l 10-12 December

11-13 September

12-14 November

Paris, France

Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Beijing, China

Dialogue of Cultures and Civilisations
Conference: “Ancient Civilisations,
New Beginnings: Bringing Dialogue
to Task”

Preparatory Meeting to the 2nd
ASEM Labour and Employment
Ministers’ Conference

ASEM Workshop on Avian
Influenza Control

26-28 September

l 17-18 December

Mindoro, the Philippines

Siem Reap, Cambodia

Alicante, Spain

8th ASEM Informal Human
Rights Seminar

ASEM Youth Dialogue

ASEM Education Hub 2nd Advisory
Council Meeting
Co-organised by the AEH Secretariat and hosted
by University of Alicante
l 17-18 December
Alicante, Spain

ASEM Education Hub Inaugural
Meeting of the Thematic Network
on Intellectual Property Management
In partnership with the University of Alicante

12-16 November

19-22 November
Seoul, Korea

24-28 October
Copenhagen, Denmark

2nd Conference for Young
Political Leaders

6th ASEM Immigration
Directors’ Meeting
4-5 December
Brussels, Belgium

29-30 October

ASEM Senior Officials’ Meeting

2nd ASEM Information &
Communication Technologies
(ICT) Senior Officials’ Meeting

Guilin City, China

29 October – 1 November

17 December

l December (tbc)

Beijing/Qingdao, China

Lisbon, Portugal

Tallinn, Estonia

1st Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) Ministerial
Meeting and Trade and
Investment Fair

ASEM Senior Officials’ Meeting
on Trade and Investment
(SOMTI)

In partnership with The Alliance of European
Voluntary Service Organisations

12-13 November

l Date and Venue tbc

7th ASEM Customs DirectorGeneral Commissioners Meeting

For the latest updates on ASEM events
and activities, please visit the ASEM
InfoBoard at www.aseminfoboard.org.

Asia-Europe Partnership in the Field
of Trainings
Asia-Europe Training for Trainers

Launch of CULTURE360 Web Portal

Yokohama, Japan

In conjunction with the 3rd ASEM
Culture Ministers’ Meeting
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